Important Words to Know Before Your Visit to the Museum of East Tennessee History

Note: Words may share letters and can be up, down, horizontal, or diagonal within the puzzle.

AGRICULTURE  ECONOMICS  SYLLABARY
ARTIFACT     EXPEDITION  TERRITORY
BARTER       FRONTIER    TIMELINE
CHEROKEE     LONG HUNTER  TRADE
COMMUNITY    NATIVE      TRADITION
CONFLICT     PELT        TRANSPORTATION
CONSUMER     PETITION    TREATY
CRAFTSMAN    SLAVERY     
CULTURE      SURVEY      
Definitions

**AGRICULTURE**: Activities that make up farming, such as growing crops and raising livestock (animals)

**ARTIFACT**: a tool or object made or used by people of the past

**BARTER**: to exchange goods or services without using money

**CHEROKEE**: a Native American tribe originally living in parts of North and South Carolina and Tennessee and are now living on reservations in Oklahoma and North Carolina

**COMMUNITY**: a group of people living in the same place or having a characteristic or culture in common

**CONFLICT**: a strong disagreement between people, groups, or countries

**CONSUMER**: anyone who buys goods and services

**CRAFTSMAN**: a person who is very skilled at making something, usually by hand

**CULTURE**: the way of life of a particular group of people, including their food, clothing, buildings, language, beliefs, arts, tools, and traditions

**ECONOMICS**: the study of how people get the goods and services they need and want

**EXPEDITION**: a journey, usually by a group of people, for a specific purpose like exploration, scientific research, or war.

**FRONTIER**: land that has not been explored or lies just beyond settled areas

**LONG HUNTER**: an explorer and hunter who made expeditions into the American frontier wilderness for as much as six months at a time.

**NATIVE**: born in a place or coming naturally from a place

**PELT**: the skin of an animal that still has fur on it

**PETITION**: a written document that many people sign to show that they want a person or organization to change something

**SLAVERY**: the condition in which a person is legally owned and controlled by another person

**SURVEY**: to explore something in order to give an exact physical description or general report on it

**SYLLABARY**: a set of written symbols that represent the syllables or sounds that make up words

**TERRITORY**: an area controlled by the United States but is not a state; an area of land that belongs to or is controlled by a government

**TIMELINE**: a way to organize information by placing it on a line of dates that shows passage of time

**TRADE**: the action of exchanging one thing for another

**TRADITION**: a way of doing things that is passed down over time

**TRANSPORTATION**: the method of moving people or goods from place to place

**TREATY**: an official agreement that is made between two or more groups or countries